Envelope-Style Card Box Tutorial

1.

The Simply Scored Scoring Tool
has become a fan favorite, and it
just got better with the addition
of the Diagonal Plate!

2.

The Diagonal Plate sets on the
Simply Scored scoring surface
making one multipurpose tool!

4.

To create an Envelope-Style
Card Box using the Simply
Scored and Diagonal Plate, begin
by scoring 9-1/2” x 9-1/2” card
stock at 4-1/4” & 5-1/4”, rotate
card stock 180 degrees, score
again at same measurements.

5.

The back of the Diagonal Plate
has an arrow at the top. Point
the arrow towards top of Simply
Scored tool and the same 1/8”
score lines work on the Diagonal
Plate! The rubbery grips on back
hold it firmly in place for scoring
and allows you to easily add or
remove the Diagonal Plate.

3.

Rotate the card stock 90
degrees.

6.

The Simply Scored and the
Simply Scored with the Diagonal
Plate fit paper up to 12” x 12”
and have score lines at every
1/8” so your creativity has no
limits!
Making boxes and envelopes is
easier and more fun than ever!

Score at 3-1/4” and 4-1/4”.
Rotate card stock 180 degrees
and score at the same
measurements. Also score only
this one side at 6-1/2”.

Use Paper Snips to cut out the 6
triangular sections shown.
Cut along the one line scored at
6-1/2” using Paper Snips or
Paper Trimmer to create the
bottom flap of the box.

1-1/2” of Sticky Strip on back

7.

Add Sticky Strip to the very edge
of the bottom flap and the small
side flaps.
Add 1-1/2” of Sticky Strip to the
bottom half of the bottom
diagonal edge of the side flaps.

8.

Fold up bottom flap and adhere
small flaps to the inside of the
smaller scored section.

9.

Fold side flaps in towards center
so the tips just meet. Press from
inside to adhere.
To close box slide tip of top flap
under top edge of bottom flap.
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